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Over the last few months I think you could
have started off any monthly newsletter the
same way – “What a difference a month
makes”. At this time last month we were
only a few days removed from the lows that
were made around Christmas and almost
every news feed was calling for a massive
move lower. We saw a small possibility of
the market falling very low as some predicted, but that was not our most likely outcome. Our reading of our market indicators
and sense of the market sentiment was we
were being a contrarian investor and were
calling for a market rally from oversold levels. We’re not writing this to pat ourselves
on the back, but rather to remind investors
that when that fear starts to creep in it usually is the wrong time to get defensive and
sell. Fear and greed are powerful forces in
the market place, and being able to step
back and take emotion out of the investment decision (which is extremely hard for
everyone!) can lead to a better result.
Where do we go from here? The S&P 500 has rallied 15.2% (December 26, 2018—2345.58 to January 31, 2019—2704.10) from the intraday
lows made on December 26th, but we are still 8.7% (2940.91 on September 21, 2018 and 2704.10 on January 31, 2019) from getting back to
new all-time highs. The rise we’ve seen in January has been very impressive, but does not seem sustainable and we are more than likely in
need some kind of price and/or time correction to digest these gains. On the chart we’ve indicated three different resistance levels where
the market could start to show weakness: the 200 day moving average (red line), a resistance zone at 2800-to-2815 and the last one at alltime highs. The first two possible resistance levels seem more likely to have sellers show up and put downward pressure on the index than it
is for the market to move right through them back to all-time highs. Once we get a reaction off one of the resistance
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Economy – most economic data points are strong with low
unemployment and wage growth continuing to strengthen.
We could see some weakness in Q1 GDP numbers due to
the government shutdown, but that should correct itself in
Q2.
FOMC – the hawkish tone from 2018 is gone and a much
more dovish tone looks to be setting up in 2019. It looks like
a good move to back off the tightening as a recession
seemed more likely at the previous pace, but too much of a
loose policy could cause a larger problems farther down the
road. Time will tell how this plays out.
Government Shutdown – the longest government shutdown has ended, but the possibility of another hangs over
the head of the market.

levels we’ll then be switching over to find the next support level which we believe will be very key. The three possible support levels
we’ll be watching are: 50 day moving average (blue line) that is starting to flatten and turn up, a support zone at 2580-to-2600, and
the last one at the lows we made in December. Why do we think these possible support levels will be key? We suspect that when the
market made the lows in December the conditions in the market were oversold and we would get a relief rally (which is currently
happening). Next, we would see the market hit a resistance zone and pullback towards the lows in December. This is still possible, but
seems less likely with how far the relief rally has traveled. After we get the pullback, we think the next support level that holds will
then set the market on the course to make new all-time highs and have a strong rally.
Our long-term view (multiple years) for equity markets is still bullish. We believe we are in the middle part of a secular bull market.
With the previous two secular bull markets lasting 17 years, we could be in for a nice ride if this secular bull market is of similar duration. The economy is still strong and corporate earnings have been solid for the last few quarters. The Fed has done an about-face
turn in regard to the target rate on the Federal Funds and have been more dovish in 2019. Our S&P 500 target for 2019 is 2800 for the
year-end. In Fixed Income, we are maintaining our over-weights in International and Floating Rate bonds and underweight in U.S.
Government Bonds and Mortgage-Backed Securities. Our research team is constantly evaluating our products and tactical positions
inside both our fixed income portfolio and equity portfolio, looking at both larger trends and short-term opportunities. We’ve identified two positions we are currently moving out of in select models – real assets with an energy focus and high-yield bonds. The real
assets position with an overweight to energy/oil has been a bumpy ride but a good one when looking back. High-yield spreads have
been tight for a while and we believe they are still a good investment, but more likely to provide a total return closer to “clipping-acoupon” and less price appreciation. This provides less reward for the amount of risk we’ve seen in the past. With daily monitoring to
accounts on an individual basis, we continue to rebalance accounts when they fall too far from their equity-to-fixed income ratio.
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Registered Representative offering securities and advisory services through Cetera Advisor Networks LLC, member FINRA/SIPC, a
Broker-Dealer and a Registered Investment Advisor. Some advisory services also offered through AdvisorNet Wealth Management.
Cetera is under separate ownership from any other named entity.

This newsletter is created by Portfolio Partners. Portfolio Partners provides investment research, portfolio and model management,
and investment advisor services to investment advisor representatives.
The MSCI Emerging Markets Index Designed to measure equity market performance in global emerging markets. It is a floatadjusted market capitalization index.
Investors cannot invest directly in indexes. The performance of any index is not indicative of the performance of any investment and
does not take into account the effects of inflation and the fees and expenses associated with investing. The S&P 500 is a capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks designed to measure performance of the broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major industries.
The Bloomberg Barclays Capital U.S. Aggregate Bond Index is a broad-based flagship benchmark that measures the investment grade, US dollardenominated, fixed-rate taxable bond market. This unhedged index was created in 1986.

The MSCI EAFE Index was created by Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) that serves as a benchmark of the performance in major international equity markets as represented by 21 major MSCI indexes from Europe, Australia and Southeast Asia.

